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Chapter 1 : Ultra Straw Hat
What do you think is the most popular type of hats for summer days? Of course it's a straw hat!As you can see in many
celebrities' and fashionistas' photos, this accessory is very easy-to-combine with various clothes, shoes and
accessories.

Seeing the danger that Luffy could pose to the village he takes the boy to a small island in the East Blue for a
year. He teaches Luffy how to use his Haki and drops him back at Fushia a year later. Crocodile is a tall man
with a wide chest, broad shoulders, muscular arms and legs, and a thick neck. He has pale skin and
nape-length black hair which is kept neatly slicked back. Crocodile has various battle wounds, most notably a
long-stitched scar at the bridge of his nose that stretches across his face and a large hook made from a tough
gold alloy in place of his left hand. His eyes are deep-set and heavy-lidded, and his thin eyebrows are
characteristically drawn upward in the middle. Crocodile wore a bright orange, black-striped button up vest
over a long-sleeve peach shirt, along with a blue scarf, dark brown suit pants, and polished black shoes with
gold buckles. He also wore a long, thick, dark pelted fur coat over his shoulders. He got the pictures taken of
all their faces as Crocodile explained that they were the only other people who knew his true identity. The
agents stared in terror as Crocodile wrapped his hand around Mr. He walked over to the railing near the table
they were sitting on and threw the man down into a room as he knocked on the glass nearby. The Straw Hats
Unbeknownst to the Straw Hats they had arrived to late to stop the agents of Baroque Works from leaving to
fulfil their orders. As the Straw Hats entered the town they decided that Luffy and Usopp would be put on
water duty. Before the duo left for the closest tavern Usopp handed Nami a package containing three metal
bars. After he handed it to her he started to sprint into the town with Luffy. The pair entered the tavern closest
to the entrance of Rainbase as the long-nosed sniper called for water. The duo sat down next to people at the
bar and began to chug a barrel of water each before they heard some familiar voices. As the pair slowly turned
their heads to the left they noticed Smoker and Tashigi of the Marines and in their haste to leave they spat out
the water at the pair soaking them. The Straw Hat pair picked up the barrels of water next to them and began
to flee the bar as Smoker and Tashigi rose to their feet. The Marine pair began their chase as Usopp and Luffy
left the bar and began to chase the two pirates through the streets of Rainbase. As Luffy and Usopp ran from
the two Marines they noticed the rest of the crew bar Chopper resting and ran towards them as the crew
noticed. As the Straw Hats regrouped together bar Chopper more Marines burst onto the scene and kept up
with Smoker and Tashigi in pursuit. As the pirates ran through the streets they began to notice the looks they
were getting from nearby people, men and women who looked suspiciously like bounty hunters. As the bounty
hunter rose to their feet Luffy made a decision. The Marines following the crew faltered as the pirates began to
separate and un in different directions. Nami and Usopp ran off together, Zoro and Vivi ran with Vivi leading
them, Sanji ran off to look for the little reindeer and Luffy took to the roof tops. Smoker transformed into his
element and launched at Luffy, he began to wrap around the Straw Hatted boy. Luffy through the Marine over
his shoulder and down towards the road as he continued to flee from the group of Marines and the Billions
from Baroque Works. Looking over his shoulder he could see that Smoker was still in pursuit of him. The
Straw Hats that were outside of the casino led the charge as they burst through the door with the Marine
Captain hot on their heels. The group ran straight through the security guards knocking them out as they did,
as they continued to run amuck in the Casino they noticed the security leading them into the VIP area. Her
eyes scanned the sky where the bullets came from and she noticed a bird like creature flying towards here as a
smile worked its way onto her face. As the bird like creature landed in front of her it shifted into a human that
stared down the remain Baroque Works billions. He wears a long white robe with brown star-like motifs on it
and a matching hat. He has a big orange necklace around his neck, and also sports striped socks under a pair of
normal shoes and he carries his sword on his right hip. Pell shifted into his half Falcon form and shot at the
woman as she laughed at him. He heard the woman whisper Tres Fleur as three arms appeared on his body,
two on his back and one on his chest. The two arms on the shocked mans back wrapped arounds his wings
causing him to fall to the ground as the hand on his chest wrapped around his beak. Two arms sprouted from
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the ground and grabbed the mans legs, another two sprouted from the middle of the back and grabbed his arms
forcing them backwards and the final two sprouted from his upper back and wrapped around the mans neck.
Vivi stared at the woman in shock as she seemed to have Pell in a submission move before she whispered
Clutch and the man seemed to fold over as cracks could be heard. Vivi went pale as the man spat up blood and
his eyes rolled to the back of his head. With Luffy, Zoro, Usopp, Nami and Smoker "Sanji expression" Luffy
said to Usopp as his eyebrow curled and his hair cover the left side of his face as he pretended to smoke,
"Luffy, did you eat all the meat again". Chaka is a tall, imposing dark skinned man with medium length black
hair and a long broad nose resembling that of a jackal. He wears a long, light-green tunic, revealing his
muscular chest, and has two belts around his waist: Around his neck he has a necklace consisting of big
golden beads, and he wears a dark-green coat draped on his shoulders like a cape. He carries a massive sword,
with a blue hilt and sheath, on his right hip. This man was the childhood friend of Nefeltari Vivi and the leader
of the Rebellion, Kohza. Kohza is a young blond man that wears purple-tinted glasses and has a scar on his
left eye. Port Town Nanohana "My King" a village screamed in shock, "why would you". Cobra is a man of
average height. He has a wrinkled face, a tied-off beard, and long, curly, black hair. He wears a green robe
with yellow edging, an orange and beige sash around his waist, and a purple coat. He also wears sandals and a
necklace. The little boy wears a white turban with orange beads around it. He has a blue cloth around his neck
and wears a blue robe with green sleeves. He wears brown belts around his torso where he carries stones. He
has a bag that he carries on his back with various weapons, including a hammer, bat, and club. The villagers
gasped in shock as the child stood up to the King all by himself. They looked at the boy in shock and noticed
his determination as the King walked forwards, they all watched in horror as Cobra raised his leg and kicked
the little boy away from him with a cruel smirk on his face. The man glared at the King and ignored the guard
as he tried to push forward only for the guard to shot Kohza much to the shock and horror of the villagers.
Rainbase "Hello" a voice called from across the Den Den Mushi. Prince" the man told Crocodile. Prince"
Crocodile stated, "and where are you". Crocodile gave the Straw Hat Pirates and Marine Captain Smoker one
final look before knocking out Vivi and opening up a hole in the wall t flood the room. He smiled at the small
group as he left them to their death and began to walk towards the commotion at the front of his casino. The
Straw Hats and Smoker looked on in shock as the Bananawanis stared to leave their tank of water and enter
the underground room, including the one that Crocodile had given the key to their cage to earlier. The
Bananawanis stared to advance towards Vivi as the Straw Hats called out to her and she began to slowly get
up. With Crocodile "What the hell happened here" Crocodile asked in shock as he looked at his bleeding and
unconscious millions. Prince" the million replied with sharp breathes and a stutter. Prince was fleeing in. As
the Shichibukai left her sight she heard an explosion behind her and turned around in shock as the bridge
connecting Rain Dinners to Rain Base collapsed into the water below. With Vivi The Princess of Alabasta had
escaped from the Bananawani and was fleeing through the casino as the bridge collapsed. She stopped in
shock as panic filled the casino and people began to rush by her. Sanji smirked at the Marine Captain as he
rushed toward the gator, he once again unleashed his Anti-Matter Kick Course on the Bananawani. As Sanji
went to inspect the ball more of the Bananawanis surrounded the Straw Hats cook. Smoker watched on in
interest as the blonde pirate was easily dispatching the beasts. As the Straw Hats and Smoker escaped the cage
the walls surrounding the basement finally collapsed due to all the fighting and flooded the basement. Luffy
quickly grabbed Smoker and followed his crew out of the opening and up to the City. The crew ran with the
Princess in the direction that they left eyelashes, that was where they believed they would meet Chopper. As
they fled from the Marines they came across a strange sight, their little doctor was sitting on the head of a
large crab with eyelashes behind him. Luffy and Usopp looked at the crab with a twinkle in their eyes as they
all jumped on the crab and began to take off towards the capital of Alabasta. As the crab rushed across the
desert Luffy felt his Kenbunshoku Haki flare up and warn him about an incoming threat. He looked out at
Rainbase and noticed an angry Crocodile closing in one them as he stretched his arm out with sand. Luffy
quickly threw the Princess into Zoro and wrapped his arm around the hook as it began to pull back towards the
infuriated Shichibukai. He stared at the pair as Miss All Sunday giggled at him and Crocodile was glaring a
hole through him.
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Chapter 2 : Episode | One Piece Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
blog.quintoapp.com: summer straw hat. $ (21 new offers) out of 5 stars 1, Product Features Includes high quality hat
band for superior comfort and fit.

RWBYpiece As one life ends, another is born anew. Now under the name Luffy D. Branwen, he makes his
way through a foreign world with a new ambition, to become the Huntsman with the most freedom. Either
way, it should work itself out with what I thought up. The innumerable spikes decorating it just shows how
experienced it is, showing that it is not to be trifled with. Team CRDL were cowering in fear of the huge beast.
Relying on their fight-or-flight instincts, the entire team fled from the cliff and into the thicket of trees, leaving
Jaune and Pyrrha who just stood back up from narrowly evading the first strike. The Ursa scanned the two, but
thought it would be troublesome to engage in combat with someone who would retaliate. So it opted for
turning around to pursue the group of cowards. Pyrrha seems to understand why though. This prompted him to
look up and spot something flying. Pyrrha followed his sight and barely saw the small speck in the distance,
unable to get a proper observation of the creature. So he could only narrow it down to something unheard of so
far, like the B. The two caught sight of Cardin tripping over a root, forcing him to fall. His team, however,
never took note of this as they proceeded to leave him behind. The fallen huntsman turned to face the creature
as he pulled up his mace in a pathetic attempt to shield himself from a blow. The Major approached and
swatted his weapon easily, making him completely defenseless. The only thing he could use to block the next
strike was his own arms. He did so, but the bear Grimm landed a wild swing that sent him flying across the
field. Cardin skipped a few times before laying in a heap, groaning in pain as he is vulnerable to another
attack. The Grimm capitalized upon the chance and proceeded to end his life The bully managed to recover
from the daze only to be left speechless as Jaune stood between him and the Ursa. The very person that he
caused so much torment to during their time in Beacon. The boy was barely holding on as his knees buckled
from the force when he used his shield to block the attack. Pyrrha stopped in her tracks and was a bit
befuddled at being told to hang back. I need you to watch the skies for it while I kill this one. If they both
ganged up on the Major, chances are that the airborne Grimm would pick them off with their backs turned.
Not to mention that Jaune has no way of engaging in long range combat. With slight reluctance, the redhead
nodded in acknowledgement. Pyrrha holstered her shield as she switched her spear into its rifle form as she
scanned the skies for the unknown Grimm. She spotted a figure in the air before it nosedived below the roof of
tree leaves. The redhead tensed as she heard the sounds of tree branches falling to the ground, forcing her to
turn her attention to the source of the sounds. Something swiftly passed through the edge of the clearing
unhindered, making a beeline towards Pyrrha. Her eyes widened at the speed before she ducked to avoid what
looked like a blade. Pyrrha turns around and lets loose some rounds, only for the attacker to land feet first onto
a tree before it sprung to the side to evade the bullets. The three humans now got a proper look at the entity
when it perched on one of the branches, but were left in confusion of what it is. The newcomer was a cross
between a human and a bird. It stood a foot taller than Pyrrha and looked humanoid with its slender frame
aside from the bird-like features. It had hind legs and talons for feet with bone armor coming just below its
knees. The head had a mask of bone armor just like any other Grimm, but this one is formed in the shape of a
hawk with black wispy feathers at the back. The chest area is clad in armor along with its arms which are
coupled with claws. At its tailbone lays some black tail feathers. The most striking feature was the pair of
wings being twice as long as its forearms protruding from said forearms. There also seems to be a sharp blade
on the edge of its wings. Pyrrha just realized what its intentions were when it charged at her. That thing looks
really fast and nimble. It would be worse if it could fling its feathers at you like the Nevermore. Just like he
said, the Harpy cawed before swinging its arms. The action created a small volley of feathers rained down on
the Mistral fighter, to which she evaded by rolling to the side. Jaune chuckled sheepishly as Pyrrha scowled at
him. Realizing that he took his attention of the Major, Jaune turns his head to see the beast attempt to pound
him. The blonde was startled as he jumped back before he charged at it upon landing. The Ursa Major jumped
clear over Jaune, proving that it is far more mobile. The boy was caught off guard by this until he felt a slash
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on his back, sending him rolling across the ground. Jaune righted himself mid-roll as he stood back up. Great
mobility and hits like a truck The two stood still, waiting for other to make a move. Deciding that nothing will
get done by just analyzing each other, Jaune lets out a war cry before rushing towards his opponent. Can we
please hunt some Grimm? We did get the jars of sap, and Blake handed me hers before she found Luffy. They
got what they needed, and there was still some time before the trip was over. The white haired girl lets out a
sigh in exasperation as it turned to a two on one. Ruby cheered at the thought of finding some Grimm
prowling around. Yang clapped her hands together and offered a prayer. If you can hear me, please bring
Luffy and Blake to us as soon as possible. The trio returned to their starting point to find Ren and Nora just
standing around. The two seem to have a worried expression, which is surprising to see from the hyperactive
girl. But it seems like your prayers-" Weiss was cut off from finishing her sentence when Luffy cratered the
ground upon landing in front of them. She was a little shaken up by the sharp drop when Luffy told her they
were going to land. The heiress blinked owlishly at them, knowing that Yang had a shit eating grin behind her.
Weiss glowered at her teammate for rubbing it in. Ignoring the exchange, Ruby looked worriedly at Blake who
was stiff from the scare. Not a bright idea for first time flyers. Luffy looked around the place as he placed his
two jars of sap near the rest, but found no signs of Jaune or Pyrrha. So the two went to investigate. Ren
foreseen this and held the jar away from her while keeping the glutton at bay with his other hand. A bellowing
roar was heard in the distance by the group, putting them on guard. Some more than others Lets go find it,
Ruby. The rest sweatdropped at their eagerness. Russel pointed back to where they came from with a shaky
hand. Ren and Nora looked to each other, mentally thinking that their friends are caught up in this. Everyone
turned to him as he leveled a glare on Russel. Luffy grabbed him and pulled him down to make eye contact,
his glare still present. Russel only continued his previous attempt to run to safety. The others were left stunned
as he lectured the coward. The thought of two Grimm fighting together seems to fill them with dread. Ruby
nodded before looking over Luffy. The others were curious as to what she wanted to tell him. Her claim to kill
the Grimm caused everyone except Luffy to facefault. After a bit of thought, they realized just how little they
fought Grimm. He already got to kill the gorilla Grimm in initiation, so he would let someone else have their
fun. His cousin beamed at the approval before Luffy sprinted through the woods, causing her to start tailing
him with Weiss in tow. Everyone else took that as their cue to accomplish their tasks. Ren and Nora were
already ahead of the other two, seeing as it is a matter of getting help to their teammates as soon as possible.
Blake rolled her eyes at the question. The view was incredible, but it was frightening when you could slip off
and fall. Things fell back into silence as Yang contemplated on what to talk about before they find Glynda. He
just mentioned Mt.
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Chapter 3 : Outback Straw Hat
Straw Hat Outfit Ideas- Hats have always been representing royalty and class symbolically and over the last few years,
its comeback in the fashion world through various fashion weeks and then taking over the social media by different
bloggers is kinda obvious for all of us.

Long Summary Rocketman crashes into the front wall of the Tower of Justice. He summons Funkfreed , and
the elephant morphs into a sword. Franky makes it to the remains of Rocketman and pulls out Kokoro ,
Chimney and Gonbe. Although he frets over them a moment, they awaken with only nosebleeds for injuries.
Luffy then jumps out of the rubble, and orders the rest of his crew to do the same. Then he, Chopper ,
Sogeking , Zoro , and Nami pop out of the ruins as if nothing happened. Franky says the entire crew is weird.
The crew prepare to begin the battle, but are stopped by Fukuro. He reveals that each of the present CP9
members has a key to Seastone handcuffs. Luffy tries to hit Fukuro, but he uses Soru to dodge, then escapes
with Geppo. Before he departs, Fukuro says the Straw Hats will have to fight CP9 for the keys, or they will
throw the keys into the ocean. Zoro and Sogeking hold back an eager Luffy while Sanji figures out a battle
plan. He allows Luffy to go ahead and catch up with Robin. The remaining six will take the other members of
CP9 at the Tower of Justice. Chimney and Gonbe run off, and explore a secret passageway. Although briefly
frightened by bats, they hear Spandam in the distance. As he gloats about the Straw Hats not even knowing
how to get to the Gates of Justice, the child and rabbit decide to shadow him. Luffy is shown running a maze
of staircases before Spandam is shown at a mechanical gate to an underwater passage toward the Gates of
Justice. Franky looks for a kitchen, hoping to recharge on cola before he begins the fight. He reaches the
kitchen, but is intercepted by Fukuro. In a dungeon-like hallway, Nami is met by Kumadori , but initially all
he does is stomp his staff on the ground in a kabuki display. Sogeking checks the rooms of another hallway,
and finds Jabra asleep in a garden room, with key 1 luckily out in the open. Sanji enters a bathhouse room, and
is closed in by Kalifa. She offers him tea, and he is quickly smitten by her beauty. The episode ends with Zoro
finding Kaku in the library. Kaku notes Zoro has already drawn his swords. Characters in Order of
Appearance.
Chapter 4 : 21 Outfit Ideas With Straw Hats For Summer - Styleoholic
Helloooo, Summer! Bring on the glamping trips, adult Capri Suns and straw hats! Whether you're rocking a classic '90s
one-piece at the beach or shimmying in your ombre sundress, you'll need a floppy straw hat to top off your summer
outfit.

Chapter 5 : Straw hats | Shipped Free at Zappos
Find great deals on eBay for summer straw hat. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 6 : Dobbs Madison Straw Hat | Hats Plus Ltd.
Buy Modestone Women's Cool Summery Straw Hat White: Shop top fashion brands Cowboy Hats at
blog.quintoapp.com FREE DELIVERY and Returns possible on eligible purchases.

Chapter 7 : Men's Straw Hats - Boot Barn
How to turn a straw hat into a Summery Wreaths. Straw Hat wreaths. Love the lace on this straw fedora! Shop Women's
Hats at Forever 21 and find the perfect hat to.

Chapter 8 : The Italian Straw Hat (play) - Wikipedia
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A great Solumbra hat, pure and simple. A "Panama" straw hat with Solumbra fabric under the 4" brim and crown, it
shields your face and neck from the sun's burning rays. With an elasticized sweatband and leather chin cord, it fits great,
too.

Chapter 9 : Upgrade a Basic Summer Straw Hat With These 3 Easy Style DIY Projects | Brit + Co
Men's Straw Hats in a wide variety of styles and colors to choose from. Everything from trendy stingy brim straw fedoras
to the classic and timeless styling of the Panama fedora.
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